
William Eastwood Case:  

Facts Exposing a 21st. Century Witch Hunt in CT, USA. 

Nine years served for future crime hypothesis. 

Six years served for book to educate humanity. 

Educational press silenced. 

Education corporation to solve world problems seized. 

 

 

My perspective of case. 

While on my way to Yale Archives after founding a corporation, the New Haven, CT police dragged me out 

of my van and threw me on the asphalt. My work for humanity was seized and I was brought to prison not 

knowing why. 

After serving nine years for a fabricated “future crime,” I spent six more years in prison for writing my side 

of this sensational story and rewriting the twice-seized manuscript The Solution to All of Humanity’s 

Problems. 

The state did not want facts known. 

The state rejected a statistical analyst as a juror. 

The judge reprimanded the state for this decision because it demonstrated that the prosecutor did not 

want justice or objectivity, the state wanted prejudice and confusion. 

The state’s strategy was to gain a conviction for emotional reasons rather 

than facts.  

The state read erroneous fiction for an hour to the jury to create prejudice.  



Doing so resulted in an ad hominem conviction.  

The hypothesis of the case is that a crime was going to be committed, a crime that never did happen. The 

theory of intent became the crime. 

Proven perjury and fabrication. 

Several boys said they were playing around Eastwood’s van and walking their pit bull when “it pulled 

them” (their own words) to his sky-blue and silver Gulfstream conversion van.  

In trial, the oldest boy said he saw the man roll down the driver’s side window and order him in the van.  

The window was push-button controlled, electric and stuck shut, proving the boys’ story is false, proving 

perjury and fabrication.  

The Court refused to throw a bad case out. 

Clearly written legal procedure calls for throwing a case out once the primary claim is discredited. 

Youth’s testimony proves fabrication by youth and demands the case be thrown out, yet that never 

happened. 

FBI declines case & official FBI report says nothing of evidentiary value was 

found. 

The FBI, which takes all these types of cases, declined, and filed a report that said nothing illegal or of 

evidentiary value was found in his van, in the man's property anywhere, or on his two laptops.  

Even though the FBI wouldn’t charge a crime, the state did. 

CT was not deterred by the FBI’s ruling, insisting William Eastwood was guilty and ultimately convicting 

him of attempted kidnapping, three counts, and risk of injury, three counts, based on FICTION rather than 

fact (An ad-hominem conviction is a type of conviction driven by emotions rather than facts.) 



Extensive fabrication by the state. 

State claimed a desk light was a tripod in order to hold defendant in prison. 

The state told the judge setting bail that they had a tripod which in actuality was a single desk light from 

Staples.  

State claimed the same desk light was high intensity lighting in order to hold 

defendant in prison. 

The state claimed high intensity photo studio lighting was in evidence.  

The only thing they had was the same desk light they claimed was a tripod.  

The State suggested a plastic disposable camera was part of a photo studio 

in order to hold the defendant in prison. 

The camera was a packed-away, still sealed old-fashioned non-Polaroid camera that required it be taken 

to the drug store to develop the film.  

This camera was not used and was not something illegal pictures could be developed on without a film 

developer seeing the pictures.  

The camera, lighting and tripod was part of the state’s attempt to mislead the court through fabrication 

of evidence.  

As a result the Court raised the bail from $50,000 to $250,000. 

The state told the Court and public I they had a police-type badge that could 

be used to impersonate an officer to abduct children. 

I was a security guard at my investor’s construction project and had a security badge. No one at any time 

ever claimed I showed that badge to anyone or claimed I was an officer of the law. 



The state claimed they had about fifty images of child pornography in order 

to hold defendant in prison. 

Bail was again raised to $350,000. Only after the damage was done did the Court dismiss the pornography 

charges and realize there was no child pornography or photo studio. 

The compounded effects of the falsifications were fatal to the defendant. 

The state deceived the court into thinking William’s van was an illicit photo studio by claiming the ordinary 

light was multiple items from a photo studio with a camera and child pornography.  

 

FACTS OF ORIGINAL CASE 

The state’s witness was a felon on parole 

The uncle of the boys who was supposed to be watching them was on parole. 

Being on parole is being in state custody. This brings strong motive to go along with the prosecutor to win 

favor to be released from custody. 

He was on parole for heroin distribution and cruelty to animals.  

Youth’s entire story of what happened is impossible. 

The driver’s side window of the van was electric, and the electric motor was burned out and as a result 

the widow was stuck shut and could not open (the Court recognized and accepted the fact that the 

window could not open and was stuck shut). 

Both boys did not know that however, and both testified that ALL alleged communication between me 

and them, took place through the open driver’s side window.  



They testified that in ALL communications that occurred over a period of two hours, that they were across 

the street from the driver’s side window of my parked van at all times.  

The boys hence discredit their entire claim of attempted abduction (by claiming I told them to get in the 

van or I would kill them). 

In trial when cross examined, the oldest boy said he saw me roll down the driver’s side window.  

At the time the boy testifying indicated that he saw me ROLL DOWN the window, he did not know the 

window was push-button controlled, electric and stuck shut.  

The fact of the electric stuck shut window was established by my attorney and accepted by the court.  

The window motor was burned out, thus the boy’s claim he saw me roll it down and that all 

communications took place through that OPEN window is thus an impossibility.  

By the laws of science and physics the claims against me are impossible and thus inadmissible. 

This testimony proves they were making their story up and is perjury.  

Clearly written legal procedure calls for throwing a case out once the primary claim is discredited, yet the 

court proceeded with the trial and allowed the jury to be prejudiced and mislead.  

The higher court denied an appeal based on this violation of legal procedure and other violations of state 

and federal rules of evidence, and then again in other petitions. (See Attorney Michael Zariphes’ petition 

for certification the CT Supreme Court, which they declined to hear.)  

The boys told the police they sicced their pit bull on me. 

They sicced their pit bull on me after insulting me.  

Oldest boy said he insulted me on the numerous occasions he walked past my van. On one occasion he 

said his pit-bull pulled him to the van and put its paws on the front door. 



The boys told the police that they were bothered by my presence and 

insulted me multiple times with foul language. 

In sworn statements made incident to arrest, they admitted to degrading comments on multiple 

occasions. 

The prosecutor instructed the youngest boy to say I wanted to kidnap him. 

It was brought to the court’s attention that the state’s prosecutor told the youngest boy to testify that I 

told him I wanted to take him to Madison.  

This happened immediately prior to trial when the prosecutor was alone with the boy in his office. 

When questioned on the stand by my attorney, the youngest boy admitted that he had been told to say 

this. His excuse was he had forgotten that I had said that to him and that the prosecutor was just reminding 

him. 

The court allowed hearsay evidence from a child by falsely claiming a 

“spontaneous utterance” loophole/exception to the rule of law.  

It is against the law to base a legal case on hearsay. Yet this entire case is illegally based on hearsay of 

hearsay.  

The state created a false story by saying the youngest boy ran to his uncle in a state of fear, spontaneously 

uttering that a man wanted to kidnap him. This allowed them to use the alleged claim of threat of 

kidnapping as evidence of intent to commit a crime. The hearsay then became only evidence of a alleged 

crime of intent. 

However, this claim conflicts dramatically with what he told the police. Rather than run to his uncle, he 

said in a police interview incident to arrest that he went to the store to buy chips. His brothers 

collaborated this: instead of running to his uncle in fear, he went the other way to the store.  



The uncle said I invited them to Hammonasset in Madison, & the older boy 

said everything was “OK.” 

The uncle testified that I suggested a legal invitation, indicating that this is what upset him and caused 

him to call the police.. 

In a sworn police interview the older boy said that “everything was Ok,” and that they didn’t know why I 

was parked outside, and thought I may be selling drugs (like their uncle did as a heroin distributor) 

immediately prior to the uncle calling police. 

He said that their uncle then talked to me, cursed me and called the police (immediately after I made a 

legal invitation to show that I was a kind-hearted person).1 

Boys said they voluntarily passed the van multiple times (this contradicts 

spontaneous utterance claim and threat of kidnapping). 

Both boys said in the NHP interview that they went to the store to buy chips and then by my van again 

after I allegedly threatened them and before they said anything to their uncle. 

The prosecutor was motivated to fabricate for emotional and career 

reasons, and the boys were motivated to fabricate for many reasons. 

The boys had motive to lie. If their story was believed they would be seen as heroes rather than juveniles 

to be punished, and the prosecutor would be a hero protecting society from the monster and he would 

win his case for potential acclaim and promotion.  

                                                      
1 See attached NHP interview statement by oldest youth. 



The state published fiction and dreams in writing and orally. 

Instead of presenting a balanced picture, the state misled the court and jury by reading highly prejudicial, 

irrelevant and erroneous fictional entries having no connection to the charged crime, including twenty-

two dream interpretations and self-studies from my personal records for over an hour in trial. 

Part of the objective of the witch hunt was to cover up actual facts 

surrounding the case. 

The jury was never given an option other than that I was a sexual predator.  

The whole story and actual circumstances surrounding the event were covered up and I was falsely 

characterized as something the public fears most.  

The fact of my life’s main work to educate to help people achieve their goals and dreams in life was 

suppressed. (See attached documentation)2  

My attorney told me not to testify because of a condition of clinical social anxiety made me easy prey to 

the prosecutor.  

Yet the court did not consider the van’s actual use and my altruistic professional and personal activities 

and intents as relevant and refused to allow it in as evidence, and as a result the jury never heard any 

other interpretation of the events on October 16th, 2000.  

The court failed in allowing information revealing that my van was a mobile writer’s office used for highly 

pro-social activities, or that I was acting altruistically to help the family and made an invitation to them 

through an adult guardian in a legal way.  

The actual facts are that days prior I had founded a humanitarian educational C-type stock corporation 

(for adults) with a mission to educate humanity as to human potential, solve world problems and help 

individuals achieve their full potential and dreams. 

All my stock was confiscated, never mentioned and never returned. 

                                                      
2 See attached letter from Harriet Sutfin, and CT proof of incorporation. 



The van/RV was a method to travel to Florida and write.  

I had two three-drawer filing cabinets with all my writing in the van which was a treasure trove for the 

state to look through for fiction to use to prejudice and confuse the facts of the case.  

As writer’s do, I also had records of my personal studies and night dreams, as well as recreational fiction I 

was legally entitled to (nothing found in my van was illegal).  

In terms of evidence the court would allow to be presented, all the facts 

were suppressed as irrelevant and the fiction was considered relevant. 

All my private property within in the van and the van itself was seized based on hearsay of hearsay and 

never returned. The contents that forever disappeared included: certificates of incorporation and initial 

shares of stock for my educational corporation founded days before my arrest; three file cabinets full of 

my research and personal self-studied and research, and approximately 50 books on human potential, 

and solar home plans I designed at age 13.  

(At 13 I had worked with Yale professor Everett Barber on the design of solar inventions. My solar heated 

and cooled homes were built in Madison while I was a freshman in Guilford high school.) 

Everything illegally seized that showed my good character and actual humanitarian work disappeared.  

Nothing was returned despite my motion and numerous requests to get all my writing and work associated 

with my educational corporation returned.3  

I couldn’t build a case for trial or to appeal because I could not get the evidence and was unable to 

communicate with the outside would from in prison. Those I did get a letter to never replied due to the 

stigma of my charges and conviction (and an inmate stamp required on all envelopes indicating the 

correspondence originated from a felon in prison).  

Facts were not considered by the state. 

The FBI takes all child abduction-type cases, but refused to take this case. 

                                                      
3 See attached request to retrieve seized items denied by New Haven Court. 



How would I kidnap THREE boys? Especially considering that I had no restraints or weapons and all six 

doors were unlocked. 

The key was not in the ignition and I never tried to get away, even when police were called. 

Uncle said I invited them all [to Hamonasset State park in Madison]. If you ask an adult’s permission and 

give a destination it does not meet the bar requirement for attempted kidnapping charges. 

No adult witnessed any behavior or actions of mine alleged to be illegal. 

The third boy and only boy not to testify said in sworn NHP interview that “The guy in the van said he only 

wanted to help us because we were poor.” 

At sentencing, Judge Thompson twice stated that there was no evidence of 

my intent.  

No one alleged that I said anything or did anything that indicated sexual intent or that could in any way 

affect morals, yet I was convicted on three counts of risk of injury of a minor on the morals prong (not 

bodily harm prong).  

I was convicted on three counts of risk of injury to a minor on the morals 

claim based on nothing. 

The prosecutor falsely justified three counts of risk of injury to a minor on the bodily harm prong by telling 

my attorney that the boys could have gotten in my van and read my journals. Insanely, the Court allowed 

this charge (times three) to proceed.  

The court assumed sexual intent.  

A court of law cannot assume intent, yet it did, and it based its decisions on speculation and assumptions 

with no evidence. 

Based on assumption my case was donned a sex case and I was treated as a sex offender. I was put on the 

sex offender registry and ordered to be subject to treatment. 



There is abundant evidence that the prosecutor and police were leading the 

boys at every stage. 

The youngest boy said he smelled alcohol on my breath, yet he simultaneously stated that he was across 

the street from me at all times. How can he smell my breath from across the street? 

The youngest boy said he could SEE a “BIG bed” in my van [from across the street] even though that was 

absolutely impossible to do. Somebody had to have told him to say that, because there is no way he could 

see or know there was a bed in the van from across the street. The van’s windows were dark tint, with 

closed curtains and venetian blinds, and the bed (a standard issue fold-down seat), was only eighteen 

inches off the floor, and not near the windows. 

Boys were conditioned to believe they were being kidnapped. 

The youngest boy stated in NHP interview that he was told EVERY DAY that he could be kidnapped at any 

time by his uncles’ repeated warnings. His uncle scared them to the point of imagining I was trying to 

kidnap them.  

In police interview the youngest boy said that I LOOKED LIKE a kidnapper. 

In police interview he said MY VAN LOOKED LIKE a kidnapper’s van. 

Recap: A conjured case. 

Look at what was false, basically the entire state’s case: the fiction writing supplanting facts surrounding 

the circumstances of the case; fabricated evidence of a tripod, camera, high intensity lighting, police-type 

badge and child pornography to deceive the Court; spontaneous utterance claim to validate the improper 

admission of proven false hearsay, and perjured claims of threats through an open window that was in 

actuality stuck shut. 

The never existing tripod and high intensity lighting, absurdly, was ONE ITEM, a single desk light I 

purchased at Staples. The camera was a packed-away, still sealed old-fashioned non-Polaroid camera that 

required it be taken to the drug store to develop the film. The badge was a security guard badge I used 



when I watched my investors construction site (I had THREE jobs). This false evidence was all that the 

court and jury was presented with. They had no other scenario or option and intents offered to them.  

Nothing I was doing was illegal. 

The van and all its contents were legal and all my paperwork, insurance and license were current. 

In the morning of the day I was arrested I was joyfully singing how I could help the world, and because of 

the recent founding of my corporation I was highly motivated to help people.  

I gave up three homes and a lucrative career to squeeze an educational corporation with computers and 

filing cabinets into a van to save money to make my dream for lifting the race to a higher path come true.  

I formed an educational corporation (Earth Network of Altruistic, Autonomous Individuals Inc.) because I 

had a drive and life’s purpose to help the world, and living simply and inexpensively with no bills minimized 

life's distractions and allowed me to write full time to create the platform and curriculum necessary to 

convey my message. The state took all of that and never mentioned it or returned it. 

An investor offered to pay my way. The van was thus set up as a live-in office so that I could drive to Florida 

in the winter to write. 

Before I drove to Florida, state officials made the van’s actual content go away and falsely portrayed 

evidence of an illicit photo studio.  

My actual work and humanitarian intents was erased from the court and public record while fictional 

writing was used as if it were actual plans and was used as a tool to confuse and prejudice jurors.  

A fabricated story of spontaneous utterance in a single incident (allegation) of verbal threat (in which 

no physical attempt of a crime existed) resulted into six illegal felonies and 15 years in prison and 

continued destructive and excessive parole conditions that constitute double jeopardy and cruel and 

unusual punishment (including mind control).  

These six felonies for one verbal incident were allowed by the spontaneous utterance exception to the 

use of hearsay as evidence.  



The uncles’ hearsay came from the child’s hearsay, so in actuality this is hearsay of hearsay of a future 

crime that never happened.  

Six illegal felonies were levied for what the state’s attorney speculated I was going to do but did not do. 

This is like the movie Future Crimes. 

My cell phone was not in the police inventory, supporting my theory that the boy’s reached in the 

passenger window and stole it. 

I suffered an ad hominem conviction FOR A FABRICATED FUTURE CRIME because IN VIOLATION OF 

FEDERAL AND STATE RULES OF EVIDENCE my fictional writing was read in court. 

My repeated attempts to retrieve my educational work, property, and evidence of character were 

repeatedly blocked. In effect, MY FREE PRESS, VOICE AND WORK WAS SILENCED AND ERASED BY THE 

GOVERNMENT. My solar home plans, my educational writing, home, office, vehicle, property were never 

returned.  

On top of a nine-year sentence I SERVED ANOTHER SIX YEARS FOR TRYING TO REWRITE AND PUBLISH 

THE EDUCATIONAL CONTENT SEIZED FROM MY VAN TO SHOW WHO I AM AND WHAT REALLY 

HAPPENED. Since this content was never returned and I was not allowed to communicate through my 

First Amendment rights, no one heard or believed me. Now, after 17 years I am finally able to make my 

case.  

The unconstitutional laws I am fighting, however, still prevent me from using social media and other 

means to tell my story and prove my innocence. 

Currently I am working for a non-profit, CT for One Standard of Justice to improve laws and the quality of 

justice and life for CT citizens and am challenging illogical laws and stubborn ignorance THAT HARM ALL 

CT CITIZENS directly or indirectly. 

My complaint. 

My complaint is that I was trying to help humanity, yet I was demonized and spent nine years in prison as 

a monster. I don’t even believe in punishment, I never did, it is a primitive irrational and destructive 

practice used by ignorant people, and in my opinion, it is as insane and destructive as sacrificing children 



to appease an angry god. We live in the 21st century and there is no excuse for it. How do you think I felt 

being in prison for 15 years being punished like I was a child for trying to solve these problems through 

education? 

To survive this kind of assault and make a come-back takes a lot of strength and resolve.  

My efforts to recreate my stolen work, tell my side of the story and contribute to society met with stiff 

resistance and resulted in six more years prison time after I served my entire nine-year effective sentence.  

I cannot personally advertise my book on social media or seek publicity without risking reincarceration. 

My books, THE SOLUTION TO ALL OF HUMANITY’S PROBLEMS, & YOU ARE A BEAUTIFUL PERSON, are 

available through Lulu.com.  

 

Supporting documents attached 



 

 



 





 



  

 


